The TillotsonTCT is more than just a carburetor, it’s a form of mechanical fuel injection that that
combines a high velocity metering system to fully atomize the fuel with a full-range, non-linear
calibration system that allows the TillotsonTCT to be mapped to various points in the engine curve
allow peak performance at the full range operation. The result includes:











Up to 40% lower emissions
Up to 20% lower fuel consumption
Improved acceleration
Up to 20% higher torque
Up to 20% more horsepower
Easier starting, even in cold weather
Lower risk of gumming
Longer engine life
Stable power, even under load
Smoother, quieter operation

Here’s how it works:
Single Point Metering System. Single point metering systems aren’t new to carburetors, but the
TilllotsonTCT uses a patented slide needle and butterfly system to accelerate the fuel to microns
smaller than even an electronic fuel injection system. The result is a fine mist of fuel that burns
more completely and is easy for the engine to digest, creating less hot spots in the engine and
allowing the engine to run with more stable power even under heavy loads. The atomization and
resulting burn also helps reduce emissions and improves acceleration while the easier burn
provides a more stable and quieter sounding operation.
Mechanical calibration. On most carburetors, the fuel circuit is linear—as you pull the trigger, the
carburetor delivers more fuel in a predominantly linear fashion. You can only add fuel as the
engine accelerates, not reduce it. That means the amount of fuel you give the engine at idle,
through the acceleration curve and up to wide open throttle are dependent on the fuel already being
provided at earlier points in the system. That dependence, in turn, results in compromises and
averaging from idle through wide open throttle.
With the TillotsonTCT, however, the idle, acceleration points and wide open throttle can be
calibrated independently, so the air-fuel mixture can be mapped to engine like fuel injection to
create optimum performance at each and every point. We can even reduce the amount of fuel
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being provided, so we don’t need to make compromises if there is a point in the acceleration curve
where the engine wants less fuel. This allows us to reduce emissions and maintain peak
performance by providing only the amount of fuel the engine ideally needs to operate, never more
and never less.
The following chart shows how the TillotsonTCT helps a standard Chinese engine maintain torque
under load and as compared to a Briggs engine at its recommended operating setting;
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These charts show the power curve of a standard Chinese engine equipped with a TillotsonTCT
compared to a comparable Honda engine with a standard carburetor:

:
These charts show the emission reduction on older “dirty” engines that do not comply with the
current EPA III requirements. The TillotsonTCT would bring each of these engines into
compliance with current EPA requirements for new engines.

Availability. The TillotsonTCT system is currently available on Tillotson brand engines and
generators and as an aftermarket replacement for most small off-road vertical and horizontal
Honda and Honda clone engines ranging from 140 – 225cc. A larger TillotsonTCT for 225+cc
engines and for minibikes and small motorcycles will be available in late 2016.
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